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COUNCIL TRANSMITTAL: REQUEST FOR THE LOS ANGELES HOUSING + COMMUNITY 
INVESTMENT DEPARTMENT TO DEVELOP A COVID-19 EMERGENCY EVICTION 
DEFENSE PROGRAM

SUMMARY

The General Manager of the Los Angeles Housing + Community Investment Department (HCIDLA) 
respectfully requests that your office review and approve this transmittal and forward it to City Council 
for further consideration. Through this transmittal, HCIDLA requests authority to adopt a COVID- 
Response Eviction Defense Program framework for Los Angeles, carry out the program details and 
allocate program staff and other required resources as outlined in this report.

On August 17, 2018, the City Council directed HCIDLA to work with the Chief Legislative Analyst (CLA) 
and the City Attorney to develop recommendations, including prospective costs and funding sources, for 
a City of Los Angeles “Right to Counsel” ordinance and/or a program to ensure that tenants have access 
to the information and representation when facing landlord harassment, rental agreement and lease issues, 
and eviction (CF No. 18-0610). On February 13, 2019, Councilmember Koretz introduced an additional 
motion directing the Office of the City Administrative Officer (CAO), the Mayor’s Office, and the City 
Council to identify $10 million for a Right to Counsel Program (CF No. 18-0610-S1). Ultimately, the FY 
2019-20 Consolidated Plan included $937,000 for the Right to Counsel and an additional $150,000 for 
tenant outreach conducted by the community-based organization, Inquilinos Unidos. During the 2019 City 
Council Budget Hearing meetings, the City Council allocated an additional $2 million from the City’s 
General Fund for an Eviction Defense Program - resulting in a total of $3.087 million dedicated to assisting
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tenants in eviction prevention and eviction response services in FY 2019-20. This allocated amount was 
pending Council adoption and contingent upon HCIDLA receiving Council approval of its proposed 
program framework.

Separately, on October 30, 2019, the City Council approved and adopted funds in the amount of 
$2,937,000 for HCIDLA’s Emergency Renters Relief Program (ERRP) (CF No. 19-1239). The same 
funding sources and amounts that were set-aside for the department’s Eviction Defense Program were 
approved for the ERRP instead. By December 31, 2019, of the $2 million allocation to the Emergency 
Renters Relief Program, the Housing Rights Center expended only $83,088.82, leaving a balance of 
$1,916,911.18.

HCIDLA’s Eviction Defense Program’s November 2019 report (CF No. 18-0610) was adopted at the 
special joint Housing and Personnel and Animal Welfare Committees on December 11, 2019 and waived 
out of the Budget & Finance Committee in May 2020. The item was pending scheduling for City Council 
review. Concurrently HCIDLA developed program amendments that were awaiting Council 
consideration.

On September 1, 2020, City Council adopted a new motion introduced by Councilmember Martinez (CF 
No. 20-1084) requesting $8 million of CDBG CARES and reallocation of the $1,916,911.18 unexpended 
funds from the Emergency Renters Relief Program to the COVID-19 Emergency Eviction Defense 
Program (EDP).

The proposed EDP framework in this report reflects the previous work done to prepare a broad based 
structure for an Eviction Defense Program, modified to respond to the urgent threat of evictions for the 
thousands of Angeleno renters impacted by COVID-19. The COVID-Response EDP includes outreach 
and education, pre-eviction services, legal defense to those facing evictions, case management and rental 
assistance to ensure housing stability, and evaluation and monitoring of service delivery for future 
program enhancements.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. That the Mayor review this transmittal and forward to the City Council for further action;

II. That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor:

ADOPT HCIDLA, recommendations for a COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program;A.

B. AUTHORIZE the HCIDLA General Manager or designee to negotiate and execute a sole source 
contract based on the Scope of Work with the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles (LAFLA), to assist 
the City in implementing the COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program with funding up to $7,115,000 
for a period of one-year with an option to amend the contract for two additional one-year terms as the lead 
contracting entity on behalf of a consortium of public legal service providers and non-profit community- 
based organizations. This consortium is best equipped with the expertise necessary to provide eviction 
prevention and eviction defense services as they currently provide prevention and legal services that 
include legal representation, pre-eviction legal assistance, outreach and education as well as legal court 
representation;
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C. AUTHORIZE the HCIDLA General Manager or designee to amend FamilySource contracts to expand 
the services among eight (8) FamilySource Centers (FSC) identified in the Homelessness Prevention 
Program (CF No. 19-0721);

D. AUTHORIZE the HCIDLA General Manager or designee to amend Contract No. C-134129 with 
Southern California Housing Rights Center to reduce compensation by $1,916,911.18.

E. APPROVE the funding of one (1) existing vacant Housing, Planning & Economic Analyst (HPEA), 
Class Code 8504, to be funded up to 100 percent of the position’s salary for the remainder of FY 2020-21 
and the first six months of FY 2021-22, the estimated HPEA staffing cost is $162,401;

F. AUTHORIZE the City Controller to:

Disencumber the unexpended $1,916,911.18 from the FY 2019-20 HCID Fund 100/43, Account 
003040 Contractual Services, Contract No. C-134129 with Southern California Housing Rights 
Center for the Emergency Renters Relief Program authorized under CF No. 19-1239.

1.

Process an early reversion in the amount of $1,916,911.18 to the Reserve Fund and reappropriate 
$1,850,795.18 therefrom to the FY 2020-21 HCID Fund 100/43 as follows:

2.

Account TitleAccount Amount
Salaries General $ 83,726.18001010
Contractual Services003040 1,554,510.00
Office and Administrative006010 200,000.00

006030 Lease 12,559.00
$ 1,850,795.18Total

G. AUTHORIZE the City Clerk to place on the agenda on the first regular Council meeting on July 1, 
2021, or shortly thereafter, the following instructions:

Authorize the Controller, subject to the approval of the Mayor, to reappropriate $66,116 from the 
Reserve Fund to the FY 2021-22 HCID Fund 100/43 as follows:

Account TitleAccount Amount
Salaries General $ 57,492.00001010

006030 Lease 8,624.00
$ 66,116.00Total

H. AUTHORIZE the General Manager of HCIDLA, or designee, to submit a substantial amendment to 
the Program Year 46 Consolidated Plan to allocate $8 million of the CDBG-CV funds as awarded to the 
City for eligible activities in support of the COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program;

I. AUTHORIZE the General Manager of HCIDLA, or designee, to prepare Controller Instructions and 
make necessary technical adjustments consistent with the Mayor and City Council actions, subject to the 
approval of the City Administrative Officer, and authorize the Controller to implement these instructions;
and
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J. DIRECT HCIDLA to report back with periodic status reports on the implementation of the COVID- 
Response Eviction Defense Program.

BACKGROUND

As discussed in HCIDLA’s November 2019 report back for CF Nos. 18-0610, 18-0610-S1, 18-0610-S2, 
evictions or the threat of evictions contributes to severe housing insecurity for more than 30,000 
households annually in the City of Los Angeles. Due to COVID-19 and the resulting economic recession, 
the number of households facing eviction is expected to skyrocket and potentially overwhelm the court 
system. A recent report by the UCLA Luskin Center entitled UD Day: Impending Evictions and 
Homelessness in Los Angeles estimates that approximately 365,000 rental households in the County are 
now unemployed and an estimated 36,000 households in the County are at extreme risk of homelessness. 
Similarly, a study by the Terner Center at UC Berkeley estimates that nearly one million renter households 
in the LA metro area are experiencing housing insecurity due to the Covid-19 crisis and the average renter 
in the LA region will likely spend between 40% and 70% of their total unemployment benefits on rent.

Tenants who experience eviction are at greater risk of homelessness, more likely to live in overcrowded 
conditions, and less able to practice social distancing and self-isolation. For this reason, protecting tenants 
from all evictions, not just COVID-related non-payment evictions, is directly related to COVID prevention 
and response. As highlighted in the recent Center on Disease Control’s (CDC) eviction moratorium order, 
eviction protections “facilitate self-isolation.... allow State and local authorities to more easily implement 
stay-at-home and social distancing... [and] protect public health because homelessness increases the 
likelihood of individuals moving into congregate settings, such as homeless shelters, which then puts 
individuals at higher risk to COVID-19.”

Although recent actions by the City, State, and federal government have provided additional protections 
against COVID-related evictions, tenants are often unaware or unable to exercise their rights. In order to 
respond to the acute need resulting from the pandemic, HCIDLA proposes a comprehensive COVID- 
Response Eviction Defense Program that includes: legal assistance, outreach and education, rental 
assistance, wrap-around services and counseling, and data collection and monitoring. This comprehensive 
approach will help tenants to safely stay housed, thereby reducing disease transmission and easing 
economic insecurity for thousands of households.

Since the COVID emergency began in March 2020, there have been multiple efforts by the City of Los 
Angeles, the County of Los Angeles, the State of California, and the federal government to address and 
prevent evictions including:

Emergency Rental Relief Program & L.A. City Eviction Moratorium

On March 23, 2020, the Mayor issued a temporary moratorium on evictions for non-payment of rent for 
tenants who are unable to pay their rent due to circumstances related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In addition, in July 2020, the City adopted $103 million for the citywide Emergency Rental Assistance 
Subsidy (ERAS) Program to provide rental subsidy to City renters impacted by the COVID-19 health 
pandemic with the objective to assist 50,000 Los Angeles households at a maximum of $2,000 per 
household.
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L.A. County’s Eviction Defense Program

On June 17, 2020, the County Department of Consumer and Business Affairs (DCBA) entered into a six- 
month, $1.95 million agreement with the Liberty Hill Foundation to implement a countywide eviction 
prevention program targeting low- and moderate-income tenant households in need of information about 
eviction protections during COVID-19 and legal resources to help maintain housing during the state of 
emergency. The Liberty Hill Foundation will subcontract with approximately 20 community based 
organizations and legal service providers to deliver services across three areas: 1) countywide, multimedia, 
and multilingual public awareness and education campaign; 2) targeted, culturally competent, multilingual 
eviction prevention outreach and education activities, including virtual “know your rights” mediums; and 
3) early stage legal representation.

In August 2020, the DCBA also entered into a 12-month, $5.985 million agreement with the Legal Aid 
Foundation of Los Angeles (LAFLA) to implement the Eviction Defense Program (EDP) beginning in 
September 2020. The EDP will provide low-income tenants with legal services and financial resources to 
avoid eviction cases and/or to maintain housing stability during or after undergoing an eviction 
proceeding. LAFLA, along with five to seven subcontracted legal service providers, will provide free legal 
representation for tenant households with incomes below 50 % of the area median income that have been 
issued a termination of tenancy or eviction notice. The legal service providers will also provide short-term 
rental assistance limited to three months’ rent or $7,500 per household, whichever is less, to aid tenants 
in stabilizing their housing before, during, or after the conclusion of an eviction case.

L.A. County intends to target legal services and short-term rental assistance to low-income households 
located in the identified high-needs communities in the unincorporated areas of the County. The L.A. 
County’s Eviction Defense Program will also include a program/performance evaluation of the EDP in 
partnership with an academic institution.

AB 3088

AB 3088 which was signed into law on August 31, 2020 provides protection to tenants facing eviction as 
a result of non-payment due to COVID. The law protects tenants from eviction who are not able to pay 
the rent between March 1, 2020 and January 31, 2021. Specifically, the bill extends the time period for a 
notice of nonpayment of rent from three days to 15 days. For rent that was not paid between March 1 and 
August 31, a tenant cannot be evicted provided that they provide a signed declaration to the landlord that 
they could not pay the rent due to COVID hardship. For rent that is due between Sept. 1 and January 31, 
the tenant must provide the same declaration and also pay at least 25% of any rent that is due. Tenants 
have until January 31, 2021 to pay the past due rent. If they do, they cannot be evicted. All of the past due 
rent from March 1, 2020 to January 31, 2021 that is unpaid becomes civil debt, which the landlord can 
attempt to collect in a civil action starting March 1, 2021

CDC Order

On September 1, 2020 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) announced a temporary 
national eviction moratorium to prevent the further spread of COVID-19. Under the order, landlords and 
property owners are prohibited from evicting certain tenants impacted by COVID-19. Under the order, a 
tenant who declares they are unable to pay the rent due to COVID-19 income loss or increased expenses 
cannot be evicted. The tenant must earn less than $99,000 or $198,000 for a family, and the tenant must
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state that they would have to double up or that they would be at-risk of becoming homeless if evicted. The 
protections extend from September 4, 2020 through December 31, 2020.

While the efforts of the local, state, and federal government have provided unprecedented protection for 
tenants, the protections are temporary and tenants may be unaware of their rights. A COVID-Response 
Eviction Defense Program, as outlined in this report back, can complement the existing protections and 
provide more direct assistance to tenants in need.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR LOS ANGELES

In order to best respond to the COVID-19 emergency, the COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program 
includes the following key components:

• Education and public awareness for landlords and tenants;
• Pre-Eviction and Ongoing Legal Assistance;
• Rental assistance;
• Support services for tenant stability;
• Evaluation/monitoring; and
• Eviction data collection

This comprehensive framework is unique to the City of Los Angeles, but aligns with L.A. County’s newly 
adopted Eviction Defense Program and will include contracted services provided by nonprofit legal 
service organizations, community based organizations (non-legal) and FamilySource Centers. The 
program design will emphasize prevention and encourage tenants and landlords to seek assistance at the 
first signs of any eviction-related issues, rather than waiting until a 3-day/15-day notice or unlawful 
detainer has been filed.

A. Outreach and Public Awareness

The preventive approach to reducing evictions starts with education and public awareness. With a total 
budget of $1,365,979 for outreach and public awareness, contracted community-based organizations will 
develop and execute a comprehensive “Know Your Rights Campaign” to help tenants, particularly tenants 
most vulnerable to eviction, understand their rights and responsibilities. Due to COVID-19, contractors 
will conduct a digital information and education campaign that includes: social media, word-of-mouth, 
phone banking, text banking, online workshops and tenant clinics. Tenants who do not have internet access 
can participate in workshops and tenant clinics by phone and contractors will proactively engage tenants 
without internet through texts and phone calls.

The contractors will work with both City and County to develop a centralized and coordinated system for 
education and responding to tenants in crisis. This system will allow the contractors to:

• Reach 1.5 million LA City tenants through a widespread public awareness campaign
• Engage 100K tenant households through targeted outreach and know your rights workshops across 

the City of Los Angeles
• Implement an innovative referral system that connects tenants right away with an attorney and a 

community-based organization near their neighborhood.
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The website and materials will be fully accessible to people with disabilities and translated into English 
and Spanish, and other languages as needed. Contractors will also offer and provide translation and 
accessibility modifications at any virtual or in-person clinic, workshop, or outreach event.

B. Legal Assistance for Eviction Prevention and Response

To prevent the spread of COVID-19, tenants who anticipate an eviction or have received a three-day notice 
or unlawful detainer will be able to access legal services remotely via telephone or video conferencing. If 
in-person meetings are necessary, for example for depositions or hearings where the client does not have 
available technology, legal service providers will hold such meetings in a manner that adheres to all 
COVID-19 restrictions, including PPE and social distancing precautions.

Tenants who are income qualified at 80% of Area Median Income or below will be eligible for the 
following assistance:

• Assistance with filing and monitoring complaints (RSO, code enforcement, and fair housing);
• Legal assistance negotiating agreements with a landlord;
• Assistance responding to a three-day notice;
• Legal representation; and
• Representation at administrative hearings for tenants living in subsidized housing

The clinic in-take system will be designed so that tenants can access prevention and direct legal 
representation with the same providers whenever possible. Referrals to HCIDLA and other appropriate 
agencies will be included as part of the process.

Contracted legal service providers will be encouraged to identify amicable and fair solutions that provide 
beneficial outcomes for tenants and landlords as often and as early as possible. In addition, legal services 
providers will be asked to provide, as necessary, referrals to landlords that may need legal assistance or 
representation to resources such as the Los Angeles County Bar Association.

With a total budget of $4,748,531 for legal representation at all stages of the eviction process including 
pre-eviction and legal defense, HCIDA estimates the City can directly serve 2,000 to 4,000 households 
(see Budget Section for more information).

C. Rental Assistance

Emergency and short-term rental assistance will facilitate better negotiations with landlords, reduce the 
risk of homelessness and displacement for tenants, and provide financial relief for landlords at risk of 
defaulting on their mortgage. In light of AB 3088 which provides eviction protections for COVID- 
impacted tenants who pay at least 25% of their rent, rental assistance is even more critical since just a 
small amount of money can determine whether a tenant faces eviction or is able to stay in place.

Rental assistance is defined as: funding to cover the whole or part of the cost of rental arrears and regular 
rental payments for a time-limited period, which must be paid directly to the landlord, not the tenant. 
Tenants will be eligible for rental assistance at any stage of the eviction process (i.e., before a notice, after 
a notice, and after an unlawful detainer).
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Emergency rental assistance that is needed to prevent or resolve an eviction will be administered by legal 
services providers and consist of a negotiated one-time payment to pause or stop the eviction process. 
Short-term term rental assistance will be administered by the FSCs and accompanied by case management 
services.

For the COVID-response Eviction Defense Program, HCIDLA is proposing a total of $3.4 million for 
rental assistance approximately 30% of which will be provided by legal services organizations as 
emergency one-time payments and 70% of which will be administered by the FamilySource Centers for 
tenants in need of short-term assistance (see Budget Section for more information). HCIDLA will report 
back with further recommendations regarding program service details which will include the number of 
households the program will serve with rental assistance, eligibility criteria, maximum number of service 
months, and tracking methodology.

D. Ongoing Support for Tenants

To better serve tenants facing eviction and help stabilize families facing severe economic uncertainty, 
HCIDLA proposes to draw upon the existing network of FSCs to provide tenants with fully-integrated 
case management services. COVID-19 has increased the need for supportive services, government 
benefits, debt counseling, and financial coaching. To address these needs, a Tenant Stability Advisor 
(TSA) located at the FSCs will work with identified tenants/households to stabilize their living conditions 
through supportive services and temporary financial assistance. Once housing has been stabilized, the 
TSA will provide case management services through an integrated financial coaching model. The TSA 
will conduct a comprehensive assessment for participating tenants, which will include a financial health 
evaluation of the household’s banking, credit, debt, and savings. Using this information, a housing 
stability plan will be developed in coordination with the household to ensure they are able to sustain 
themselves in their homes. This plan will include overall goals with specific action steps, measurable 
objectives, and techniques used to achieve objectives.

Services include:

Assistance accessing public benefits including unemployment and food assistance 
Temporary financial assistance;
Intensive case management;
Relocation assistance, including housing navigation;
Financial education workshops;
Financial coaching;
Credit counseling;
Credit building;
Access to safe and affordable financial products;
Tax preparation;
Individual taxpayer identification number (ITIN) processing;
Public benefit access;
Referral to any other sources to address non-housing related concerns; 
Incentivized savings program; and 
Asset ownership programs.
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TSAs will work closely with the legal service providers and the community-based clinic staff to create a 
systematized and streamlined referral process that is tenant-centered and able to respond quickly to tenants 
in urgent need. TSAs will be funded directly through the COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program 
but may also leverage other funding sources as necessary.

The following eight FamilySource Centers will be included as part of the COVID-Response Eviction 
Defense Program and each be allocated $70,000 to support a TSA staff (see Budget Section for more 
detail):

All Peoples Community Center (Council District 9)
Barrio Action Youth and Family Center (Council District 14) 
Central City Neighborhood Partners (Council District 1)
El Centro de Ayuda (Council District 14)
El Nido Family Centers - South LA (Council District 8)
New Economics for Women - Van Nuys (Council District 6) 
P.F. Bresee Foundation (Council District 13)
Volunteers of America Los Angeles (Council District 13)

These eight designated FSCs are geographically dispersed throughout the City and are currently offering 
housing stability and homelessness prevention resources to families.

F. Reporting and Evaluation

Because the COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program is a new and untested initiative, HCIDLA will 
be providing quarterly reports on the effectiveness of the program. Reports will include:

• Number, demographics, and geographic distribution of people served;
• Eviction prevention outcomes, by intervention; and
• Spatial distribution of evictions filed and households served.

HCIDLA will also share data and collaborate with L.A. County on an evaluation of the immediate and 
longer term impacts on housing insecurity and loss of housing due to the COVID-19 Pandemic.

G. Eviction Data Collection

Access to eviction data from the court system will be key to understanding the impact of evictions and 
eviction defense. HCIDLA will work with L.A. County and the Superior Court to develop a data sharing 
agreement and system. HCIDLA is allocating $200,000 for this initial effort.

BUDGET ALLOCATION

With the current budget of $10,436,911, HCIDLA proposes the following allocations:
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Time Period: October 2020 - December 2021
Total EDP Budget: $10,436,911

Budget Item Cost Estimated
Households

Served

Source of 
Funds

Rate

Sole Source Contracted Services
$4,748,531Legal assistance for eviction prevention and 

response
Outreach and public awareness

CDBG-CV2,000-4,000

$1,365,979 General
Funds

None 100,000

$1,000,000 $1,000Emergency rental assistance General 
Funds & 

CDBG-CV

1,000

Subtotal $7,114,510
Family Source Centers

$560,000 $70,000Sr. Case Managers (8) CDBG & 
CDBG-CV

$2,400,000 $4,000Ongoing Rental Assistance CDBG-CV600
Subtotal $2,960,000

$200,000Request for County Court Eviction Records General
Funds

HCIDLA Administrative/Staffing
$162,401HCID Public Policy & Research HPEA 

(1 FTE)
General

Funds
$10,436,911Total Budget

TOTAL BUDGET INCLUDES:
CDBG-CV (CDBG CARES Act) - $8,000,000 (Amount adopted by City Council and will need 
to be appropriated)
CDBG - $520,000 (Amount appropriated for PY 46 Consolidated Plan - Account No. 43T971)
General Funds - $1,916,911.18 (Disencumber request of HRC funds for Emergency Renters 
Relief Program)

SOLE-SOURCE CONTRACT ENTITY

HCIDLA has selected the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles (LAFLA) as the sole-source contract 
entity to serve as the agency lead for the consortium of legal and non-profit providers who have the 
expertise and critical knowledge to assist the city with the deployment of eviction defense related services 
(See Attachment A).

For over 90 years, LAFLA has fought to achieve equal justice for people living in poverty across Greater 
Los Angeles. LAFLA is a nonprofit law firm that protects and advances the rights of the most underserved 
by ensuring everyone can have access to the justice system. Recently, LAFLA was selected as the lead 
contractor for the L.A. County's new Eviction Defense Program.

LAFLA offers assistance to tenants that address a range of legal matters for families with children, 
undocumented households, students, and other groups. Most specifically, LAFLA advocates for tenants 
through eviction defense. The organization offers eligible clients the following services:
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Counsel and advice regarding housing issues (i.e., subsidized housing, slum conditions, rent 
control, and serves veterans), regardless of whether an eviction is pending;
Preparing answers to evictions;
Preparing tenants for trial when representing themselves; and 
Representing tenants in court

After City Council approval, HCIDLA will execute a one-year sole-source contract with the Legal Aid 
Foundation of Los Angeles with an option to amend the contract for two additional one-year terms. The 
estimated contract amount is $7,114,510, as specified above.

As the lead entity LAFLA will subcontract with various other legal service providers and community- 
based organizations including but not limited to, the Alliance of Californians for Community 
Empowerment (ACCE), Coalition for Economic Survival (CES), Eastside LEADS, Inquilinos Unidos, 
Los Angeles Community Action Network (LA CAN), Los Angeles Center for Community Law and 
Action (LACCLA), Strategic Actions for a Just Economy (SAJE); and the following legal service 
providers Bet Tzedek, Community Legal Aid of Southern California, Housing Rights Center, Inner City 
Law Center, Public Counsel, Neighborhood Legal Services. Including multiple subcontractors to provide 
greater capacity and geographic coverage, which will be necessary for the program’s success.

On September 3, 2020, pursuant to the provisions of Charter Section 1022, HCIDLA requested a 
determination from the Personnel Department, which determined that City employees do not have the 
necessary qualifications to perform the required services sought under this sole-source contract.

The selection of the final list of subcontractors for the City’s COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program 
contract will be part of the contract approval process with LAFLA.

PROGRAM STAFFING

Implementation of the COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program requires funding and approval of one 
full-time Housing, Planning & Economic Analyst (Class Code 8504). The Housing, Planning & 
Economic Analyst will be required to provide program coordination and implementation of the COVID- 
Response Eviction Defense Program. The duties of this staff person will include contract administration 
and monitoring of the legal services and outreach components, serving as a liaison between the advisory 
committee and the City, and coordinating the development and distribution of outreach materials. In 
addition, the Housing, Planning & Economic Analyst will be tasked to carry out various analytical 
assignments and program evaluation assignments as previously described in this report.

FUTURE FUNDING

The COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program will ramp up from October to December 2020, and be 
fully operational throughout 2021. The economic impact of the COVID-19 may continue beyond next 
year, especially for lower wage working renter households that already experienced extreme rent burden 
and housing insecurity. With the quarterly reports on the COVID Eviction Defense Program HCIDLA 
will assess the trend of evictions and the impact of the EDP, and make recommendations for further 
funding and program operations.
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CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

Amidst soaring rents and ongoing displacement pressures, increased threat of homelessness, Los Angeles 
renters struggle to remain stably housed especially now due to the COVID-19 pandemic that will continue 
to impact people’s lives for an unknown period of time. A city-wide program that provides free pre
eviction and legal representation services to eligible residents will help reduce the number of evictions in 
Los Angeles, minimize illegal violations by landlords, and promote long-term housing stability for 
vulnerable residents, while saving the City money in the long-term. As the second largest city in the 
country, Los Angeles must seize this opportune moment to proactively address one of the root causes of 
homelessness and displacement.

To ensure informed program improvements in the future, HCIDLA will distribute quarterly reports on 
program outcomes to the City Council, the department also intends to report back to Council in March 
2021 prior to the next budget cycle year.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The COVID-Response Eviction Defense Program is to be funded with $8 million in CDBG-CV, $520,000 
in CDBG, and $1,916,911 of General Fund previously encumbered for the Emergency Renters Relief 
Program, for a total amount of $10,436,911.
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Attachment A: Draft Scope of Work



Attachment A

A. SCOPE OF WORK - DRAFT

The selected Contractor must serve as the lead agency and oversee a consortium of 
funded and non-funded partners to provide the services and to carry out the following 
tasks by working with HCIDLA:

Task 1: Education & Outreach

The Contractor will leverage HCIDLA’s educational campaign by performing "Know Your 
Rights” educational workshops, attending outreach events at various locations, and 
providing services at tenant clinics to reach residents throughout the city.

Task 2: Assessment and Referral

The Contractor will complete an intake form by obtaining answers to a series of questions 
during initial contact with tenants to assess their housing needs. The Contractor will 
evaluate the urgency of the tenant’s situation and provide services and/or referrals 
accordingly.

Regularly-scheduled tenant clinics are to be made available by providing advice and brief 
legal services including, where appropriate:

Facilitate conflict resolution between landlords and tenants, and conduct 
negotiations with landlords;
Submission of any applicable complaints related to the City’s Rent Stabilization 
Ordinance (RSO) housing, Code Enforcement, and/or fair housing issues; 
Requests for reasonable accommodations;
Conducting targeted outreach (in compliance with City’s policy and HCIDLA 
investigators in identifying properties with a high number of tenant complaints and 
code enforcement issues);
Referral to EDP legal service contractor to receive emergency rental assistance, 
legal representation/consultation or any other legally related issue;
Referral to a local FSC if the tenant is interested in or needs long-term rental 
assistance or services to ensure housing stability; and

Task 3: Case Management

The Contractor will be required to refer tenants to receive case management services 
from a partner FSC. Referrals will be based on a needs assessment during the intake 
process. Contractor is to inform tenants who are referred to a designated FSC that all 
housing stability services are voluntary and not required for legal assistance, except when 
tenant requires long-term rental assistance.



As part of this program design, the lead agency (i.e., Proposer/Contractor) will partner 
with a FSC "Tenant Stability Advisor” (TSA). The TSA will serve as a liaison between the 
tenant and FSC staff to maintain housing stability for the tenant. The tenant is to receive 
supportive services whether or not the tenant is receiving legal assistance from a 
provider. The TSA will work with the identified tenant(s)/household(s) to stabilize 
his/her/their living conditions through supportive services and temporary financial 
assistance. The TSA is to also determine and assist tenant(s) - using a small percentage 
of the allocated rental assistance - in security deposits and move-in expenses when the 
tenant(s) has/have to be relocated due to loss of his/her/their housing unit, including 
support for housing navigation. Once housing has been stabilized, the TSA will provide 
case management services through a service integrated financial coaching model. The 
TSA will conduct a comprehensive assessment for each tenant, which will include a 
financial health evaluation of the household’s banking, credit, debt, and savings. Using 
this information, a housing stability plan will be developed in coordination with the 
household to ensure they are able to sustain themselves in their home. This plan will 
include overall goals with specific action steps, measurable objectives, and techniques 
used to achieve objectives.

The FSC TSA’s services will include:

Intensive case management;
Temporary financial assistance;
Relocation assistance, including housing navigation;
Financial education workshops;
Financial coaching;
Credit counseling;
Credit building;
Access to safe and affordable financial products;
Tax preparation;
Individual taxpayer identification number (ITIN) processing;
Public benefit access;
Referral to any other sources to address non-housing related concerns; 
Incentivized savings program; and 
Asset ownership programs.

Task 4: Legal Assistance

The Contractor is to provide legal services to tenants at three different levels (early action, 
urgent response, and emergency assistance) based on the housing needs of the tenants 
on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the Contractor is to conduct an initial intake process 
with the tenant to determine income (80% AMI level or below) and prioritize COVID 
impacted tenants if the tenant was not referred through another component of the EDP 
program (i.e., education and prevention provider or case management entity) in which 
this assessment was already performed. The Contractor is to also work closely with the 
designated FSC representative.



Task 4.1: Early Action Steps

The Contractor is to serve in the capacity as a legal service provider to assist tenants 
when they anticipate a three-day notice (or other similar notices) or have received a 
threat of eviction. The Contractor is to educate tenants on their rights and responsibilities; 
provide assistance with the intent to resolve disputes between the landlord and tenant by 
negotiating potential rent payment plans, deferred payment, reasonable accommodation 
requests, relocation plans, and/or other arrangements between the landlord and tenant. 
During this stage, the Contractor is to determine if early prevention services are needed 
to assist tenants.

The Contractor is to also refer tenants to a partner FSC TSA for other services as outlined 
in Task 3 - Case Management section of this scope of work. The Contractor is to inform 
tenants who are referred to a designated FSC that all housing stability services are 
voluntary and not required for legal assistance, except when the tenant requires long
term rental assistance.

The Contractor is expected to work with HCIDLA by referring cases to HCIDLA for rent 
investigators to investigate any allegations such as RSO violations, Anti-Tenant 
Harassment Ordinance violations, or Just Cause violations.

The Contractor will also refer tenants to HCIDLA in an effort to ensure tenants receive 
responses to their issues and they are navigated through the proper filing of complaints 
with the City Departments’ Code Enforcement sections/units (HCIDLA, LADBS and/or 
other City/governmental entities such as the Los Angeles County DPH), as well as help 
tenants seek assistance with any fair housing issues/violations by referring them to a fair 
housing organization.

Task 4.2: Urgent Response

The Contractor is to serve in the capacity as a legal service provider to assist tenants 
when they receive a three-day notice from a landlord. The Contractor is to formally 
respond to the three-day notice, educate tenants on their rights and responsibilities and 
attempt to resolve disputes between the landlord and tenant by negotiating potential 
payment plans, deferred payments, rental assistance, reasonable accommodation 
requests, relocation plans, and/or other arrangements between the landlord and tenant.

During this stage, the Contractor is to determine the need to assist a tenant through rental 
assistance to ensure housing stability and during the negotiation process with the 
landlord. Rental assistance for tenants is to cover the whole or part of the cost of their 
rental arrears and regular rental payments for a one-time period. This payment assistance 
is to be considered for tenants living in both rent control and non-rent control housing 
units. The emergency rental assistance is to be paid by the Contractor directly to the 
landlord on behalf of the tenant.



The Contractor is to also determine and assist tenants using a small percentage of the 
allocated rental assistance to aid tenant in security deposits and move-in expenses when 
they have to be relocated due to loss of their housing unit.

The Contractor is to also refer tenants to a partner FSC TSA for other services as outlined 
in Task 3 - Case Management section of this scope of work. The Contractor is to inform 
tenants who are referred to a designated FSC that all housing stability services are 
voluntary and not required for legal assistance, except when the tenant requires long
term rental assistance.

The Contractor is to also determine if the three-day notice is in violation of any applicable 
laws (including, but not limited to, the City’s RSO, the Anti-Tenant Harassment Ordinance 
violation, or the Just Cause Eviction Ordinance) and refer any potential violations to 
HCIDLA so the department can open a case to investigate the complaint and issue a 
letter to the landlord to stop the eviction.

The Contractor will also refer tenants to HCIDLA in an effort to ensure tenants receive 
responses to their issues and they are navigated through the proper filing of complaints 
with the City Departments’ Code Enforcement sections/units (HClDLA, LADBS and/or 
other City/governmental entities such as the Los Angeles County DPH), as well as help 
tenants receive assistance with any fair housing issues/violations by referring them to a 
fair housing organization.

Task 4.3: Emergency Assistance

The Contractor is to serve in the capacity as a legal service provider to assist tenants 
when he/she/they has/have received an unlawful detainer (UD) lawsuits filed against 
him/her/them by a landlord. The Contractor is to immediately assist tenants by providing 
direct full-scope legal representation services until the lawsuit is resolved. Assistance is 
to also be provided for administrative hearings. Legal representation should be 
accessible to tenants with physical and mental disabilities, as well as tenants who speak 
a language other than English. The only requirements for determining eligibility for legal 
representation would be based on verification of income and tenant’s financially impacted 
by COVID-19.

During this stage, the Contractor is to assist a tenant by providing rental assistance in 
order to ensure housing stability and provide assistance during the negotiation process 
with the landlord. Rental assistance for tenants is to cover the whole or part of the cost 
of their rental arrears and regular rental payments for a one-time period. This payment 
assistance is to be considered for tenants living in both rent control and non-rent control 
housing units. The emergency rental assistance is to be paid by the Contractor directly to 
the landlord on behalf of the tenant.

The Contractor is to also refer tenants to a partner FSC TSA for other services as outlined 
in Task 3 - Case Management section of this scope of work. The Contractor is to inform 
tenants who are referred to a designated FSC that all housing stability services are



voluntary and not required for legal assistance, except when the tenant requires long
term rental assistance. The FSC TSA contractor is to also determine and assist tenant 
using a small percentage of the allocated rental assistance to aid tenant in security 
deposits and move-in expenses when they have to be relocated due to loss of their 
housing unit.

The Contractor is to also refer cases to HCIDLA for rent investigators to follow-up on any 
allegations such as RSO violations, the Anti-Tenant Harassment Ordinance violations, or 
the Just Cause Eviction Ordinance violations.

The Contractor will also refer tenants to HCIDLA in an effort to ensure tenants receive 
responses to their issues and they are navigated through the proper filing of complaints 
with the City Departments’ Code Enforcement sections/units (HCIDLA, LADBS and/or 
other City/governmental entities such as and/or the Los Angeles County DPH), as well as 
help tenants receive assistance with any fair housing issues/violations by referring them 
to a fair housing organization.

Task 5: Data Collection & Evaluation

The EDP will include ongoing evaluation and monitoring to analyze service outcomes, 
develop reports and gather data, and respond to requests from City officials and the EDP 
advisory committee.

The data collection and evaluation portion of EDP is critical to inform progress of program 
implementation (for example, where formal and informal evictions are most frequently 
occurring and how different demographic populations and neighborhoods are impacted 
differently) and assessing outcomes of each intervention and identify best practices.

The Contractor is expected to utilize the City’s specified Clarity Human Services/Bit Focus 
data entry system to collect and report on the following items, but not limited to, during 
the term of the contract period:

Number and demographics of people served;
Eviction prevention outcomes, by intervention (i.e., retain housing or "soft 
landing”);
Geographic location of evictions filed and households served;
Referral to other services/providers;
Client feedback survey;
Interviews with direct service providers; and 
Any other pertinent service delivery/outcome data.

The client intake instrument, which will be used to gather client details, is to be 
administered by the Contractor to ensure tenants’ ease in answering questions. Intake 
is to be administered in a manner that addresses linguistic and literacy barriers, as well 
as any other communication and comprehension barriers.


